LexisNexis® Total Litigator
Case Analysis Suite

The LexisNexis® Total Litigator Case Analysis Suite of products helps you pull together all the facts, issues and research in any case to determine the best, most effective course of action—quickly and with confidence.

Identify strategic factors that may impact your case
Scout out the opposition and other critical players in just a few clicks to gauge the likely progression and timing of your case and develop case strategy.

- Thoroughly investigate the litigation history of your opposition, judges and other key players with revealing CourtLink® Strategic Profiles and LexisNexis® Analyzer.
- Search verdicts and settlements of similar case types to make quick case valuations and determine how to best proceed.
- Uncover potentially case-making insights with business and public records resources.

Organize, share and analyze critical case information
Organize, share and analyze critical case information all in one place to evaluate relationships between key facts, people, issues and research with powerful, simple-to-use case analysis tools.

- Quickly connect all the facts and issues to identify the strengths of your case—and the potential weaknesses of your opposition’s—with CaseMap® case analysis tools.
- Generate powerful case chronologies, case summaries, and client ready report books in just a few clicks.
- Send facts to TimeMap® to create persuasive, easy-to-grasp timeline visuals in just minutes.

For more information on the LexisNexis Total Litigator Case Analysis Suite of products, visit lexisnexis.com/litigation or contact your local LexisNexis Litigation Solution Specialist.
"Last year NITA endorsed Total Litigator as ‘the best option for litigators’ because its simplified, one-stop approach provides attorneys greater control of case management at each step in the litigation process. The addition of CaseMap transforms Total Litigator into something even more valuable—a unique platform propelling the development of actual litigation strategy."

—Laurence Rose
President & CEO of the National Institute for Trial Advocacy (NITA®).